NE Site 1: Montecito Blvd. and Benjamins Rd.
NE Site 2: Montecito Blvd. and Baird Rd.
NE Site 3: Badger Rd. and Calistoga Rd.
NE Site 4: Badger Rd. and Rincon Meadows Ct. (Dog Park)
NE Site 5: Mountain Hawk and Evening Way
NE Site 6: Mountain Hawk and Evening Way
NE Site 7: Mountain Hawk and Raters Dr.
NE Site 8: Mountain Hawk and Branch Owl Ct. (Natural Area)
NE Site 9: Snowy Egret Dr. and Nighthawk Pl. (Soccer Fields)
NE Site 10: Creekside Rd. and Rainer Ave
NE Site 11: Burt St. and Park creek Dr.
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